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In this note, the well known Fitting decomposition is extended to the 
context of Jordan algebras, pairs, and triple systems. Recall Fitting’s 
Lemma: Letfbe an endomorphism of a module M such that the sequences 
f(M) 3f2(M) 1 . . . and Kerfc Ker f2 c . . . become stationary. Then 
M= M1 @M,, where M, =f”(M) and MO = Ker f” for all sufficiently 
large n. Now let c be the idempotent of A = End(M) given by projection of 
M onto M,, and let A = A,, 0 A,, 0 AOi 0 &,, be the corresponding 
Peirce decomposition of A, where aeAii if and only if a(Mj) cM, and 
u(M,-~)=O. Then f=fil +fooeA,, @A,, and fil =f IM, is invertible in 
Ali, whereas &,, = f 1 M,, is nilpotent. In this form, Fitting’s Lemma makes 
sense for Jordan algebras; in fact, if we consider A as a Jordan algebra J 
then the Jordan Peirce spaces of c are J, = A,,, J1 = A,, @ A,,, Jo = A,,, 
and invertibility in J2 and nilpotence in J are Jordan concepts. We prove 
(Theorem 1): If J is a Jordan algebra with dcc on principal inner ideals 
then for every a E J there exists a unique idempotent c of J such that 
a =a2 + a,,~ J2 @ Jo in the Peirce decomposition of J with respect to c, 
where a2 is invertible in J, and a, is nilpotent. 
In associative ring theory, Fitting’s Lemma implies that the 
endomorphism ring of an indecomposable module is local. The Jordan 
analogue is: A unital Jordan algebra with dcc on principal inner ideals 
containing no idempotents #O, 1, and such that this remains true in all 
isotopes, is local. The condition on the isotopes (which cannot be dropped, 
cf. [S]) indicates that this is really a result on Jordan pairs. Thus it is 
natural to ask for a Fitting decomposition in Jordan pairs which indeed 
exists just as in the algebra case, the sole difference being that the idempo- 
tent defining the Peirce decomposition is merely unique up to association 
(Theorem 2). Finally, there is a Fitting decomposition in Jordan triple 
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systems (Theorem 3) where there is no triple idempotent (tripotent) at all 
while the Peirce decomposition persists. 
In a unital Jordan algebra, the Fitting decomposition a = a2 + aoc 
J2(c) @J,(c) yields a decomposition 1 - a = x = x2 $ x0 E Jz( 1 - c) 0 
JO( 1 - c), where now xz is unipotent in J,(l - c) and x0 is quasi-invertible. 
This “Fitting decomposition of the second kind” also holds for non-unital 
Jordan algebras under appropriate finiteness conditions (Theorem 1’) and 
is reduced to the ordinary one by adjoining a unit element o J. Although 
there is no such unital hull for Jordan pairs or triple systems, there still is 
a decomposition of this type (Theorem 2’, 3’) which seems to be the more 
important one in applications. 
Throughout, Jordan systems are modules over an arbitrary commutative 
associative ring k of scalars. Notation for Jordan algebras (which are 
always quadratic but need not be unital) follows [2], except that Peirce 
spaces are numbered 5*, Ji, JO rather than J,, J1,2, Jo. For Jordan pairs 
and triple systems we refer to [3]. 
1. FITTING DECOMPOSITION IN JORDAN ALGEBRAS 
We start with an elementary Lemma which sharpens Morgan’s 
Lemma 1.1 [6]; see also [l, p. 1551 for a similar computation. 
LEM~ 1. Let J be a Jordan algebra, let B = U, J be a principal inner 
ideal, and suppose that b E UbB. Then B = U, J is the Peirce 2-space of a 
unique idernpotent c of J, and b is invertible in B. 
ProoJ Let b = Ubv, v E B. For an arbitrary element x = U,z of B we 
have U,Ui,x= UbUvUbz= U(Ubv)z= U6z=x, so U,U, is the identity on 
B. In particular, v = Ub U,v = Ubv3, and hence for x E B, x = U, U,x = 
U,U(U,v3)x = UiUz U,x = Ub . U,U, . UzUbx = U, . UzUbx (since 
U~Ubx~UBJ~B)=UbUv.UuUbx=U,Ubx (since U,U,XEU,JCB). 
Thus U, j B is invertible with inverse U, 1 B. Let c = U,v2 E Ub J= B. Then 
UC= U,U~U,=U,U;U,U, is the identity on B, so B=U,BcU,Jc 
U, JC B shows B = U, J. We show that c is an idempotent: c2 = (U,v2j2 = 
U, Uu2 b2 = U, U, . U,b2 = U, b2 since U, b2 E U, J c B. In particular, c2 E B. 
Therefore, c2 = U,c2 = c4 = (c2j2 = (U,b2)2 = U,U;v2 = U,U, . Ubv2 = 
U, U,c = c. Finally, c is unique, being the unit element of the unital 
algebra B, 
Now Fitting’s Lemma for Jordan algebras, formulated in terms of the 
chain U, J 2 U,Z J z) . . . of principal inner ideals rather than under a global 
chain condition on J, is as follows. 
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THEOREM 1. For an element a of a Jordan algebra J, the following condi- 
tions are equivalent: 
(i) the sequence U,Jx U~JI . . . becomes tationary; 
(ii) there exists an idempotent c of J such that a = a2 + a, E J2 @ J,, in 
the Peirce decomposition J= J2 @ J1 @J, of J with respect o c, where a2 is 
invertible in J2 and a0 is nilpotent. 
Under these conditions c is unique, and 
U:J= J,, Ker U~=J,@JO (*I 
for all sufficiently large n. 
Proof (ii)+(i): Suppose ar=O. Then am=am+a;;=a~ implies 
UF( J, 0 Jo) = U&J, 0 Jo) = U,T(J, @ J,) = 0 by the c?omposition rules for 
the Peirce spaces. Further, Uz 1 J2 = Ua; 1 J2 is invertible since a, is inver- 
tible in Jz. Thus we have (*), J2 is uniquely determined by a, and so is c, 
since it is the unit element of Jz. 
(i)*(ii): Let B= U;J= UE+j for all j> 0. Then the sequence 
of kernels Ker U, c Ker Uz c . . . stabilizes at index 2n + 1. Indeed, 
let b=a2”+l. Then B=U $‘+‘J= U,J and b= Uzae UzJ= Uz+l= 
U F + ’ Uz J= Ub B. Thus Lemma 1 applies. If Ut y = 0 for some y E J then 
U, y E B. By Lemma 1, U, is injective on B so we have U, y = 0. Now 
Ker U, = Ker l7g implies that the sequance of kernels becomes stationary 
at index 2n + 1. Fitting’s Lemma, applied to f = U,, shows J= B@ K, 
where K = Ker U,, U, 1 K is nilpotent, and U, 1 B is invertible. 
By Lemma 1, B= U,J is the Peirce 2-space of an idempotent c. Let 
a = a2 + a, + a0 E J2 @ J, @Jo. By the multiplication rules for the Peirce 
spaces, u, J2 = U,, + a, + ag 2 J = ua,J20{a2, J,,a,)0U,,J2~J20J1QJ0. 
Since U, stabilizes J2 = B and U, 1 Jz is invertible, we see (a,, J2, a, > = 
U,, J2 = 0, and U,, is invertible on J2. Hence a2 is invertible in J2. 
Let a;’ be the inverse. Then by well-known composition rules for the 
Peirce decomposition, a, = (a,, a,‘, a, } E {a*, Jz, a1} = 0. Furthermore, 
ay+l+aE+l= (a2+q,)2”+1 = azntl = UEaEB= J2 implies a?+’ = 0. 
This completes the proof. 
An immediate consequence is (cf. [6, Theorem 2.11). 
COROLLARY 1. Let J be a unital Jordan algebra with dcc on principal 
inner ideals and no idempotents #O, 1. Then every element of J is either 
invertible or nilpotent. 
In contrast to the associative case, algebras of this type need not be local 
(the non-invertible elements need not form an ideal, see [S]). However, 
this is so if J has no 2-torsion [7] or under a stronger hypothesis: 
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COROLLARY 2. Let J be a unital Jordan algebra satisfying the dcc on 
principal inner ideals. If all isotopes J(“’ of J have no idempotents 
#O, 1’“) = v-l then J is local. 
This is a consequence of [S]. A direct proof goes as follows. Let N be 
the set of non-invertible elements of J. Clearly N is closed under scalar 
multiples, and one sees easily that U,J and U,N are both contained in N. 
It is also closed under addition: Suppose x + y = u is invertible for X, y E N. 
Let u = u-i and consider the isotope J(“) with unit element U. Then x and 
y are not invertible in J’“’ (or they would be in J, invertibility in J and in 
J(“) being equivalent), so by Corollary 1 applied to J’“’ they are nilpotent 
in J@‘). But then the geometric series shows that y = 1’“’ - x is invertible in 
J’“) a contradiction. 
&ext, we consider another kind of Fitting decomposition. Recall that an 
element x of a Jordan algebra J is quasi-invertible if 1 -x is invertible in 
the unital hull .,?= k . 10 J. This is equivalent to surjectivity of the 
endomorphism W, = Id- V, f U, on J, since Ui _ X 1 = 1-2x + x2 and 
Ui _ x J = W,J. From the identity U( W, y) = W, U, W, it follows that W,J 
is an inner ideal of J. The dcc on principal inner ideals and the dcc on inner 
ideals of type W,J are independent for non-unital J. For example, let J be 
the maximal ideal of a complete local ring. Then every element of J is 
quasi-invertible but, for instance for a power series ring k[[x]], the 
sequence of principal inner ideals U,, J = J ‘*+ ’ does not become stationary. 
An example of the reverse situation is the algebra of all infinite matrices 
over a field which are zero outside of a top left hand block of arbitrary size; 
i.e., the inductive limit of the n x n matrix algebras. Here any principal 
inner ideal is finite-dimensional but the descending chain W+J (where en is 
the n x n unit matrix) does not terminate. 
THEOREM 1’. For an element x of a Jordan algebra J, the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) the sequence W, J 1 Wz J 1 . . . stabilizes; 
(ii) there exists an idempotent c of J such that x=x2 + x0 E J, Q Jo 
(Peirce spaces with respect to c) whre x2 is z&potent in J, (i.e., c-q is 
nilpotent) and x0 is quasi-invertible. 
Under these conditions c is unique, and 
WXJ= J,, Ker Wz= Jz@ J1 (*I 
for all sufficiently large n. 
Proof. This is reduced to Theorem 1 as follows. Let a = 1 -X E j= 
k. 1 QJ. Then (i) is equivalent to 
(iii) the sequence U,JX Ufjx . , . becomes tationary. 
481/136/l-7 
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Indeed, we have UE 1= a2” and U; J= WC J so 
Uzj=k.a2”@ WXJ. (7) 
Let E: j+ k be the Jordan homomorphism given by s(1) = 1 and E(J) = 0. 
Then E(a) = s(l) - E(X) = 1; hence &(a”) = 1 as well. Therefore, Uzj= k . 
azn@ WXJ=k.a2”+2 0 WXx+‘J= Uz+lj implies WnJ= W;+‘J. Conversely, 
suppose that this is the case. Then aznf2 = lJza2 = U;(l -(2x-x2)) = 
Uz 1 - Wz(2x - x2) = a2n - W’,!(2x - x2), whence a2n E k . a2n + 2 @ WX J= 
k.a2”+2@ WX+lJ= Ut+l$ and therefore U;j= U;T’j by (7). 
We show (ii)*(iii): Let c’=l-c. Then Ji(c)cJi(c)=j2--(c’); hence 1 1 
a=l-x=(c’-xO)f(c-xX2)=a;+abEJJ2(c’)@J,,(c’), where ab=c-x, 
is nilpotent since x2 is unipotent in J2, and a; = c’ -x0 is invertible in 
j2(c’) since a; + (1 - c’) = 1 -x0 is invertible in j, By Theorem 1, we have 
(iii). 
For the proof of (iii) 3 (ii), we use Theorem 1 to get an idempotent c’ 
of J such that a = a; + ah in the Peirce decomposition of j with respect o 
c’, where a; is invertible in .?,(c’) and ah is nilpotent. We claim that 
c = 1 - c’ E J. Indeed, U,a = U,(aL + ah) = U,a& = ah implies E( U,a) = 
&(c)2&(a) = &(ab). Now e(a) = 1, Ed = s(c2) = E(C) is idempotent, and &(a;) 
is nilpotent since a, is. Thus E(C) = &(a;) = 0 and c E Ker E = J. Now Ji (c) c 
ji(c) =j2,_i(c’) and hence x=1-a=(c-a&)+(c’-a;)=x,+x,E 
J,(c)@ Jo(c), where x2 = c-ah is unipotent in J2(c) and x,0 = ~‘-_a$ is 
quasi-invertible since 1 - x0 = a; + (1 - c’) is invertible in J2(c’) @ JO(c’) 
hence in .?. 
The uniqueness of c is clear from that of c’. Finally, one shows that 
j,(c’) = J*(c), II = J,(c), j,(c’) = k. c’ 0 J,(c). Since Ker Uz = Ker Wx 
we have Ker W; = J2 0 J1 by (*) of Theorem 1, and Uz.f = k. c’ @Jo(c) = 
k . a2” @ Wx J for sufficiently large IZ implies Wz J= J,,(c) by E(c’) = 
s(a2n) = 1. Thus (*) holds and the proof is complete. 
2. FITTING DECOMPOSITION IN JORDAN PAIRS 
Let I’= (V’, V-) be a Jordan pair over k with compositions 
Q,(x) y = Q,v E Vu, quadratic in x and linear in y, for x E Vu and y E V-“, 
a=&. An idempotent of V is a pair e=(e+,e-)EV+xV- such that 
Q,+e- =e+ and Q,-e, = e- . This gives rise to a Peirce decomposition 
vu = v; 0 vp 0 vg with multiplication rules Q(V;) Vi” c V$-q, 
{V,” v,-“v;> = v;--4+r’ { V; V;“V’=} = (V; V;T=} = 0 [3,5.4]. Two 
idempotents e and e’ are called associated (ewe’) if they have the same 
Peirce spaces. 
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EXAMPLE. Let R be an associative (not necessarily commutative) 
k-algebra and let M* be right R-modules. Then I/” = HomR(M-“, Mu) 
(c = $- ) is a Jordan pair over k with Qx y = xyx (composition of linear 
maps). An idempotent e of V gives rise to a decomposition 
MO=Ime,@Kere-, (1) 
and two idempotents are associated if and only if the decomposition (1) is 
the same. Conversely, a decomposition 
M”=My0M& M,f z MT as R-modules, (21 
defines a class of associated idempotents of I’ by letting e, : M; -+ MT be 
any isomorphism with inverse e- . Thus equivalence classes of idempotents 
under association can be identified with decompositions of type (2). The 
corresponding Peirce spaces are then given by f E I’: of(M1:“) c MLjS 
where we set My =0 for i#O, 1. 
Returning to the general situation, consider a Peirce decomposition of a 
Jordan pair V, and let X~E Vz?, yj~ Vj:. Then a simple computation using 
the composition rules for the Peirce spaces shows 
which implies 
B(x,, ~2 +Y,) = Bh ~2) (4) 
since &x2, Y~+Y~=I~-W~, Y~+Y~+ QxlQyZty,, and W,, ~d=o. 
Recall that for any b E V- the k-module I’+ becomes a Jordan algebra V,+ 
with quadratic operators U, = QxQb and squaring x2 = Q,b (cf. [3, 1.91) 
LEMMA 2. Let c be an idempotent of the Jordan algebra J= V,+. Then 
e= (e,, e-)= (c, Qbc) is an idempotent of the Jordan pair V, and ‘in the 
Peirce decomposition relative to e and c we have 
b=e-+b,EV;@V;, (3 
V+ =Ji (i=O, 1,2). (6) 
Proof. From c = c2 = Q,b we see that c is von Neumann regular, 
hence e is an idempotent [3,5.2]. Let b = b, -!- bl + b0 E V; @ V; @ V; . 
Then e+=c=~~=Q,+b=Q,+(b,+b,fb,)=Q,+b, implies b:!=e- 
since Q,, : V; -+ V,t is bijective and Q,+e-=e+. Also, e_=Qbc= 
Q,- +bl+b,,(e+) = Q,_e++(e-e+bl)+Q6,e-=e-+b,+Q,,e-EV,~ 
V;OV; shows bl=O. Now by (3) and (4), U,=Q,Qb=Q,+Qem,,,= 
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Q,, Qe_, V, = D(c, b) = D(e+, e- +b,) = D(e+, e-), WC = B(c, b) = 
B(e+, e- +b,)=B(e+, e-) which proves (6) by definition of the Peirce 
spaces. 
Recall that an element u E V” is called invertible if &: V-” --, Vu is inver- 
tible, and (a, b) E V+ x V- is nilpotent if a is nilpotent in Vc [3, 1.10, 3.81. 
THEOREM 2. Let V be a Jordan pair, and let (a, b) E V+ x V-. The 
following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) The sequence QaQb V+ I (Q,Q,)‘V+ 2 ..-becomes stationary, 
(ii) the sequence Qb Q, V- I> ( QbQa)’ V- I . . . becomes tationary, 
(iii) there exists an idempotent e of V such that a= a2 + aO, 
b = b, + bO in the Peirce decomposition relative to e, where a2 and b2 are 
invertible in V2 = (Vc , VT) and (a,,, b,) is nilpotent. 
Under these conditions, the decomposition of a and b is unique, the idempo- 
tent e is unique up to association, and 
(Q,Q,Y V+ = V2’ 9 Ker(QaQ,)n = VT @ Vz 
for all sufficiently large n, and similarly for QbQa 
(*) 
ProoJ: Statement (iii) is invariant under exchanging a and b, i.e., 
replacing V by F’, since (a,, b,) is nilpotent if and only if (b,, a,,) is. Thus 
it suffices to prove the equivalence of (i) and (iii). 
(iii) + (i): By orthogonality of V, and V,, aCnSb)= apb2) + agSbo) =
apbz) for n sufticiently large. Hence (Q,Qb)’ = Q(a’“sb’)Q, = Q(apb2))Qb = 
Q(a$%“z’ )Qb2 (by (3)) = (Qa2QbJ” which is zero on VT 0 V,+ and invertible 
on V,+. This proves (i). 
(i) * (iii): Let J= V,C. Then U,= QaQb so by Theorem 1, 
a = a2 + a,, with respect to an idempotent c of J, where a2 is invertible in 
J2 and a, is nilpotent in J. Let e= (c, Qbc). By Lemma 2, b = b, + b, = 
e_ + b,. Thus b,=e- is invertible in V, and so is a2 since Q,Q,_ = 
Q,, Qb = U,, is invertible on J2 = Vc . Furthermore a(n,bo) =apbo+ bz) = 0 
apb) is the nth power of a, in J and thus (a,, b,) is hilpotent. 
From Theorem 1 and Lemma 2, (*) is immediate, and hence V, is 
uniquely determined by (a, b). If e’ is another idempotent yielding a decom- 
position a = a; + a;, b = b; + bb as above then V, = Vi which implies e M e’ 
by [S, Lemma 11. This completes the proof. 
Remark. The proof shows that e can be made unique by requiring 
e- = b,. However, this would lead to an asymmetric statement in (iii) so 
we have preferred the formulation given above. 
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Recall that a Jordan pair V is local if the non-invertible elements form 
a proper ideal. This is then the Jacobson radical Rad V. If V satisfies the 
dcc on principal inner ideals then Rad V consists precisely of the strictly 
nilpotent elements of V [3, 10.81. There is the following version of 
Corollary 2 of Theorem 1 for Jordan pairs: 
COROLLARY 1. Let V be a Jordan pair containing invertible elements and 
with dcc on principal inner ideals. If V= V,(e) for every non-zero idempotent 
e of V then V is local. 
ProoJ: Suppose V is not local. Then there is an element a E V+ which 
is not invertible and not strictly nilpotent. Hence there is b E V- such that 
(a, b) is not nilpotent, and by Theorem 2, we have an idempotent e # 0 (or 
else V, =0 and (a, b) = (ao, b,) would be nilpotent). But then a= a2 is 
invertible in V = V,, contradiction. 
An idempotent is called Zocal if its Peirce 2-space is local. 
COROLLARY 2. A Jordan pair V # Rad V with dcc on principal inner 
ideals contains local idempotents. 
ProoJ: Since V # Rad V there exists a non-nilpotent pair (a, b) E 
V/+ x V-, hence by Theorem 1 an idempotent e # 0. The dcc on principal 
inner ideals is inherited by V,(e) [3, 10.21. Thus if e is not local, 
Corollary 1 yields a non-zero idempotent e’ in V,(e) such that 
Vz(e’)& V,(e). Continuing in this way, we get a descending chain of 
principal inner ideals which must stop at a local idempotent. 
Remark 1. This is Theorem 10.10 of [ 31. The proof given there 
contains a gap (it is not clear that V/Rad V inherits the dcc). Although this 
can be filled (K. McCrimmon, private communication) the proof above 
seems preferable. 
Remark 2. In associative ring theory, Fitting’s Lemma is an essential 
step in the proof of the Krull-Schmidt Theorem. The Jordan pair analogue 
of this is Petersson’s conjugacy theorem for frames of local idempotents (cf. 
[ 8, Corollary 3 of the Main Theorem] ). 
Before giving the Fitting decomposition of the second kind for Jordan 
pairs, we define: A pair (x, y) E V+ x V- is called unipotent if y is invertible 
and y-l -x is nilpotent in the Jordan algebra V,’ (note that V: is unital 
with unit element lcY) = y-l). 
LEMMA 3. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) (x, y) is unipotent, 
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(ii) y is invertible and 3(x, y) is nilpotent, 
(iii) (y, x) is unipotent in Vop = (I/-, V’). 
ProoJ (i)e (ii): Since y is invertible, B(x, y) = Q(y-’ - x)QY = 
U(lCY)--x) (cf. [3,2.12]) is nilpotent if and only if y-l -x is nilpotent 
in Vz. 
(i) 0 (iii): If (x, y) is unipotent then x = 1 Cy) - (1 Cv) - x) is invertible 
in V,’ with inverse given by the geometric series, hence B(x, y) = 
Qx Q(x-i - y) nilpotent implies Q(x-l - y) Qx = B( y, x) nilpotent, and so 
(y, x) is unipotent. 
THEOREM 2’. Let V be a Jordan pair, and let (x, y) E Vf x VP. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) the sequence B(x, y) Vt I B(x, y)” V+ 3 . . stabilizes, 
(ii) the sequence B( y, x) V- 3 B( y, x)’ V- I> -. . stabilizes, 
(iii) there exists an idempotenl e of V such that x=x2 + ~0 and 
y = y, + y. in the Peirce decomposition with respect to e, where (x2, y2) is 
unipotent in V, and (x0, yo) is quasi-invertible. 
Under these conditions, the decomposition of x and y is unique, e is unique 
up to association, and 
B(x, y)” v+ = v; ) Ker B(x, y)” = V,+ 0 VT 
for all sufliciently large n, and similarly for B( y, x). 
(*I 
Proof As before, it suffices to show the equivalence of (i) and (iii). 
(iii) G+ (i): Replace e by the associated idempotent e’ = (y;‘, y2). 
Then the Peirce spaces of e and e’ are the same, and c = y;l is an idempo- 
tent of J= V,’ since Q,y=Q(y;‘)(y,+yo)=Q(y;‘)yz=y;i. Also, 
e’ = (c, Qy c); hence, by Lemma 2, J, = Vi+ . Now x2 is unipotent in J2 since 
c-x2 = y;i -x2 is nilpotent, and x0 is quasi-invertible in J since 
W,, = B(x,, y) = B(x,, yO) is invertible. Therefore x = xZ + x0 is the Fitting 
decomposition of the second kind of x in J. By Theorem l’, the 
B(x, y)” Vt = WN, J stabilize at V,+ = JO, and we have (*). 
(i) + (iii): Letting J= V,’ , Theorem 1’ gives us an idempotent c of J 
such that x=x2 +x0 with x2 unipotent in J, and x0 quasi-invertible. By 
Lemma 2, e = (c, Q,c) is an idempotent of V having the same Peirce spaces 
in V+ as c in J, and y = e- + yo. One sees easily that (x,, y2) is unipotent 
in V, and (x0, yo) is quasi-invertible since W,, = B(x,, y, + yo) = B(x,, yo) 
is invertible. 
It remains to prove unicity of e up to association. From (*) it follows 
that if e’ is another idempotent with x=x; + xb and y = y; + yb as above 
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then VO= V, and Vz@V;= V,@V,. Hence &=x0, yb=yo, &=x2, 
y; = y2, and the decomposition of x and y is unique. Moreover, xi and y; 
are invertible in V2+. By [S, Lemma 11, we have Vi = Vi, and the proof is 
complete. 
Returning to the example given at the beginning of this section, the 
Fitting decomposition of a E V+ = Hom(M-, M+) and b E I/- = 
Hom(M’, M-) as in Theorem 2 corresponds to the classical Fitting 
decomposition Mt = 44: @ M$ relative to ab E End Mf and M- = 
MT 0 MC relative to ba E End M-. For the Fitting decomposition of the 
second kind, ab and ba are replaced by Id - xy and Id - yx. The details are 
left to the reader. 
3. FITTING DECOMPOSITION IN JORDAN TRIPLE SYSTEMS 
Let T be a Jordan triple system over k with composition P, y quadratic 
in x and linear in y. Setting I/+ = V- = T and Q, = Q- = P we obtain a 
Jordan pair V= (T, T), and indeed Jordan triple systems may be 
considered as Jordan pairs with the property that VVf = V- and Q + = Q _ 
[3, 1.131. An element x E T is nilpotent if and only if the pair (x, x) is nilpo- 
tent in V. This means that all sufficiently high odd powers x2n-1 = ~(~3~) 
vanish. A tripotent is an element c such that c3 = c; equivalently, (c, c) is an 
idempotent of V. By a Peirce decomposition of T we mean a decomposition 
T = T, 0 T, @ TO such that Ti = VT = Vi are the Peirce spaces of some 
idempotent e = (e + , e-) of V = (T, T). Thus we do not require that 
e = (c, c), c a tripotent, but merely that e = (e, p e_) be associated to 
(e _ , e + ). It may well happen that T has no tripotents f0 but does admit 
Peirce decompositions in this sense. 
THEOREM 3. Let a be an element of a Jordan triple system T. Then the 
sequence P, T =, Pz T 3 ‘. . becomes tationary if and only if there exists a 
Peirce decomposition T= T, @ T, Q TO of T, necessarily unique, such that 
a = a2 + a, E T2 @ TO, where a2 is invertible in T2 and a,, is nilpotent. In this 
case, P”, T= T2 and Mer P”, = T, @ TO for all sufficiently large n. 
This follows easily from Theorem 2 applied to (a, a). Observe that the 
idempotent e given by Theorem 2 is merely unique up to association, so we 
cannot conlude, by symmetry, that e + = e _ but merely (e, , e _) z 
(e-, e,). 
An x E T is called unipotent (quasi-invertible) if the pair (x, x) has the 
corresponding property in (T, T). Then x is unipotent if and only if x is 
invertible (i.e., P, is invertible) and x- ’ - x is nilpotent, where 
X - ’ = P;l x. Indeed, by Lemma 3, (x, x) unipotent means x invertible and 
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B(x, x) nilpotent. Since B(x, x) = P,P(x-’ -x) = P(x-’ - x)P, this is 
equivalent to nilpotence of P(x-’ -x) hence of x-l -x. 
THEOREM 3 ‘. Let XE T. Then the sequence B(x, x)TI> B(x, x)~T=, . . . 
becomes stationary if and only if there exists a Peirce decomposition 
T = T2 0 T1 0 To, necessarily unique, such that x = x2 + x0 E T2 @ T,, , where 
x2 is unipotent in T2 and x,-, is quasi-invertible. In this case, B(x, x)” T = T, 
and Ker B(x, x)” = T2 0 T1 for all sufficiently large n. 
This is an easy consequence of Theorem 2’ applied to (x, x). 
COROLLARY. Let T be a finite-dimensional Jordan triple system without 
nilpotent elements # 0. 
(a) For every aE T there exists a unique Peirce decomposition 
T = T2 0 T, @ To such that a E T2 is invertible in T,. 
(b) Every x E T can be written uniquely as x = x2 + x,, where x2 = c is 
a tripotent and x0 E T,(c) is quasi-invertible. 
ProoJ (a) is immediate from Theorem 3, and (b) follows from 
Theorem 3’ since xl’ - x2 nilpotent implies x;’ = x2 hence x2 = PX2x;’ = 
x: is a tripotent. 
EXAMPLE. Let T be the positive hermitian Jordan triple system 
associated to a bounded symmetric domain D in @” [4]. Then for an 
element XGD the Fitting decomposition of the second kind x=x2 +x0 is 
just the decomposition x = e + z considered in [4, Sect. 61, where e =x2 is 
the tripotent determining the unique boundary component F, of D to 
which x belongs. 
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